Chaotic parameters and their role in quantifying noise in the output signals from UV, TGA and DSC apparatus.
Two fractal dimensions and the Liapunov exponent (LE) have been applied to detect noisy output signals from UV spectrophotometer (UV), thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) and differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) apparatus of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate ionic liquid ([emim][EtSO(4)]). The data collected from these three pieces of equipment were classified before calculating LE, regularization (RD) and box dimensions (BD). The RD and LE are able individually to detect and quantify noisy output signals with a mean error value less than 5% in all cases tested. Given that the LE can be calculated using a really simple method, this chaotic parameter has been selected as the most suitable to detect noise of signals from these apparatus.